Group Leader Positions

Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência

The Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência invites interest from scientists, at any career stage, in full-time research positions as Group Leaders.

The IGC supports a wide range of research in evolutionary biology, inflammation, immunity and host-pathogen interactions, cell and developmental biology, computational biology and the analysis of complex biological systems. Research bridging fields will be considered favourably. In particular, the IGC is keen to develop research programmes on the role of the microbiota and the autonomic nervous system in the control of metabolism and inflammation.

Appointments will normally be for 5 years in the first instance with the possibility of extension; at later career stages the IGC may offer indefinite rolling contracts with periodic review.

Full length text of the call at:
http://www.igc.gulbenkian.pt/pages/facilities.php/A=316__collection=article
http://bit.ly/1mKo6X4

Selection procedure at:
http://www.igc.gulbenkian.pt/pages/facilities.php/A=317__collection=article

Online applications at: http://applicants.igc.gulbenkian.pt

Formal enquiries at: mailto:applicants@igc.gulbenkian.pt

Informal enquiries at:
http://www.igc.gulbenkian.pt/pages/groups.php/A=143__collection=article__group=1
http://bit.ly/1iW7G3k

For further information about the IGC visit:
Website: www.igc.gulbenkian.pt
Videos: http://bit.ly/1q42T1I
       http://bit.ly/1nAV6lH
EU–Life Consortium: eu–life.eu